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PHYSICS FROM BOSE�EINSTEIN CORRELATIONS INHIGH ENERGY MULTIPARTICLE PRODUCTION� ��Kaper ZalewskiInstitute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Polandand Institute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Kraków, Poland(Reeived September 11, 2000)Bose�Einstein orrelations are being exploited to obtain informationabout the struture of the soures of hadrons in multiple partile produtionproesses. In this paper the priniples of this approah are desribed andsome of the ontroversies about their implementation are disussed.PACS numbers: 13.65.+i 1. IntrodutionBose�Einstein orrelations among the momenta of idential partiles pro-dued in a high energy multiple partile prodution proess yield informationabout the struture of the soure of hadrons in the proess. This has beenpointed out in the very �rst paper on these orrelations [1℄. In a reentPhysis Report issue [2℄ Wiedemann and Heinz write: Two-partile or-relations provide the only known way to obtain diretly information aboutthe spae-time struture of the soure from the measured partile momenta.Thus the problem of extrating as well as possible the information aboutthe soure from the measured orrelations is of great importane. It is, how-ever, not an easy problem. One of the founders of this �eld of researh,Goldhaber wrote in 1990 [3℄: What is lear is that we have been workingon this e�et for thirty years. What is not as lear is that we have omemuh loser to a preise understanding of the e�et. It is unlikely that theprogress made during the last ten years would make G. Goldhaber give amuh more optimisti view.� Presented at the XL Craow Shool of Theoretial Physis, Zakopane, PolandJune 3�11, 2000.�� Supported in part by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) grantNo 2P03B 08614. (2819)



2820 K. ZalewskiThere is a great variety of multiple partile prodution proesses. Inorder to illustrate this point we will desribe two well-known ases. Inan eletron�positon annihilation at high energy, at �rst usually a quark�antiquark pair is produed. These partons radiate gluons. The gluons radi-ate further gluons, or go over into quark�antiquark pairs. After some stepsof this asade, in a proess known as hadronization and not well under-stood, the partons ombine into olour-neutral hadrons. The hadrons areollimated into two narrow jets pointing in opposite diretions along thesame straight line. A splitting of the jets into more jets is also possible.There is an alternative way of looking at this proess. The �rst generationquark and antiquark are the ends of a olour string. As they �y away thestring strethes. After some time the string breaks. At the breaking pointa quark antiquark pair is formed, so that eah of the piees of the stringis again a string with a quark at one end and an antiquark at the other.The string piees break again and �nally short strings appear, whih go overinto hadrons. It is natural to expet that there is a time sale � for thehadronization proess. Sine, however, the system is highly relativisti, itis neessary to speify in whih frame this time should be measured. Wehoose the entre-of-mass frame and assume that � is the longitudinal propertime at the reation of the hadron de�ned by� =pt2 � z2 ; (1)where t is the entre-or-mass time, when the hadron was reated, and z is theorresponding oordinate measured along the jet diretion (the transversedimensions are less important). An estimate of the veloity of the hadronis z=t. These formulae have an interesting impliation. Hadron produtionbegins at t = � and �rst slow partiles lose to the interation point areprodued (jzj small). Only later and further from the interation point (botht and jzj large) do the fast hadrons appear. This prodution mehanism isknown as the inside-outside-asade [4℄.A very di�erent multiple partile prodution proess are the entralheavy-nuleus�heavy-nuleus ollisions, known also as entral heavy ion ol-lisions. Here the usual piture is that of two spheres Lorentz-ontratedinto oaxial diss � we onsider the entre-of-mass system � penetratingthrough eah other. When the diss �y apart, many strings are simultane-ously strethed in a tube with a transverse radius of the order of the radiiof the olliding nulei. For heavy nulei and high energies the strings are sonumerous that they merge, e.g. into a quark gluon plasma. Then anotherpoorly understood proess, known as freeze out, onverts the plasma (orwhatever is the intermediate state) into hadrons.There are many obvious questions to ask. What is the transverse radiusof the tubular (?) region, where the hadrons are reated? One would expet



Physis from Bose�Einstein Correlations in High Energy : : : 2821about one fermi or less for e+e� annihilations and several fermi for heavyion ollisions. What is the formation time t, whih elapses between themoment of ollision and the moment, when the last hadron is produeddiretly? What is the time �t between the diret prodution of the �rsthadron and of the last? There are also many model dependent questions. Inthermodynamial models one asks about the temperature, in hydrodynamimodels about the veloity of the olletive �ow et.Let us review now the main results of the famous GGLP paper [1℄. Evenif one does not quite share G. Goldhaber's opinion quoted above, this isertainly a very important paper and some familiarity with its ontent isneessary for any disussion of the Bose�Einstein orrelations in multiparti-le prodution proesses.2. The GGLP ontributionConsider two �+-s with momenta p1 and p2 produed at r1 and r2. Ifthe pions were distinguishable, the probability amplitude to observe themboth at r would be a produt of the single partile ontributions:ADis(r) = exp[i�1 + ip1 � (r1 � r)℄ exp[i�2 + ip2 � (r2 � r)℄ : (2)In eah of the square brakets, �i is the phase aquired by the partile atbirth and the other term is the phase aumulated while propagating from rito r with momentum pi. Sine, however, the two pions are idential bosons,it is mandatory to symmetrize the amplitude and a more realisti formula isAUnd(r) = 1p2 exp[i(�1 + �2) + i(p1 � p2) � r℄� [exp[i(p1 � r1 + p2 � r2)℄ + exp[i(p1 � r2 + p2 � r1)℄℄ : (3)Physially this means that we have added oherently the ontributionorresponding to the possibility that the two pions have exhanged theirbirth points. Classially for di�erent momenta and given birth points, ifbefore the exhange the two pions an reah the point r, then in generalafter the exhange they must miss it. One should keep in mind, however,that the distane between the points r1 and r2 is of the order of a fermi,while the distane between either of them and the point r is of the orderof a meter. Classially this would not help, but quantum-mehanially inthis situation the probability of reahing r by both pions is in the twoases the same for all pratial purposes. For omparison with experimentthe result should be averaged over all the possible pairs of points r1; r2.By averaging the amplitude (3) nothing interesting is obtained. Therefore,GGLP assumed that one should average the square of the absolute value



2822 K. Zalewskiof the amplitude (3). Physially this means that the ontributions from allthe pairs of points r1; r2 add inoherently. Then the probability of �ndinga pair of pions with momenta p1;p2 ishjAUndj2i = 1 + hos[q � (r1 � r2)℄i ; (4)where q = p1 � p2 and the Dira brakets h:::i denote averaging, with asuitable weight, over all the pairs of points r1; r2. Using as an example aGaussian weight funtion�(r1; r2) = (2�R2)�3 exp[�(r21 + r22)=(2R2)℄ ; (5)where R is a onstant with the dimension of length, GGLP foundhjAUndj2i = 1 + exp[�q2R2℄ : (6)The parameter R an be interpreted as the radius of the sphere, wherethe pions are produed. Thus, �nding R from a �t to the experimental datayields the size of the hadronization region. Note that formulae qualitativelysimilar to (6) hold for a broad lass of weight funtions. For q2 = 0 theosine being averaged equals one whatever are the points r1 and r2. Thusthe right hand side of (6) for q2 = 0 must be equal two. For large values ofq2, the osine is a rapidly osillating funtion of the di�erene r1 � r2. Forsmooth weight funtions, therefore, its average is very small and the righthand side of (6) equals approximately one. If the weight funtion ontainsonly one parameter with the dimension of length, let us denote it R, thewidth of the region in q2 over whih the right hand side of (6) drops fromthe value 2 to, say, 1:5 must be proportional to R�2 for purely dimensionalreasons. Thus it is not di�ult to improve over the Gaussian Ansatz. Thereis a problem, however.It is ertainly not true that the probability of produing two identialpions with momenta p1 and p2 depends only on the momentum di�ereneq. GGLP ould have tried to save the theory by introduing some moreompliated weight funtions, whih would depend also on the momenta.They found, however, a muh simpler and more brilliant solution. Notethat in the model the squared modulus of the amplitude for distinguishablepartiles is a onstant. Thus one may laim that the right hand side of (6)is not the two-partile probability distribution, but the ratioC2(p1;p2) = �(p1;p2)�Dis(p1;p2) : (7)Here �(p1;p2) is the experimentally observed two-partile distribution and�Dis(p1;p2) is the distribution, whih would be observed, if the idential



Physis from Bose�Einstein Correlations in High Energy : : : 2823pions were distinguishable, i.e. if the Bose�Einstein symmetrization wereswithed o�. Of ourse the numerator of this expression annot be measured,whih has led to muh disussion as desribed in the following setion. Thisis the famous normalization problem. GGLP hose again a very simplesolution. They substituted for �Dis the distribution of �+; �� pairs, whereof ourse symmetrization does not our. The experimental results for theratio C2 ould be �tted reasonably well with formula (6) and thus both theapparent attration in momentum spae among pions of the same hargegot explained and an estimate of the radius R was given.Let us mention one more fruitful idea from the GGLP paper. The right-hand side of formula (6) depends on the Lorentz frame, where the momentaare measured. Choosing the rest frame of the pair, where the energies of thetwo pions are equal, we an rewrite the result in a ovariant form:C2(p1;p2) = 1 + exp[Q2R2℄ ; (8)where Q2 is the square of the four-vetor p1 � p2 .3. NormalizationThe problem of �nding the best denominator for the funtion C2 hasattrated muh attention. Theorists often suggest to replae �Dis(p1; p2) bythe produt of single partile distributions �1(p1)�1(p2). With this hoie,the funtion C2 beomes the familiar, standard two-partile orrelation fun-tion. Moreover, in many models terms anel between the numerator andthe denominator making the formula simpler. One may also notie thata two-partile density is normalized to hn(n � 1)i, while the single parti-le distribution is normalized to hni. Thus a better hoie of the denom-inator might be to multiply the produt of single partile distributions byhn(n�1)i=hni2. The advantages and disadvantages of using this fator havebeen reently disussed in [5℄. Sine it does not depend on q2, usually it doesnot have muh e�et on the parameters of the soure found from �ts. Theidenti�ation of C2 with the standard orrelation funtion, in spite of its ad-vantages, is not very popular with experimentalists. In order to explain thereason let us onsider the following simple example. Consider a high-energyreation, where the two initial partiles go over into two well ollimatedjets. By momentum onservation the two jets must be bak to bak in theirentre-of-mass system. Let us assume that the orientation of their ommonaxis an point with equal probability in any diretion � is isotropi. Thenthe single partile distribution of momentum is also isotropi. On the otherhand the opening angle between the momenta of two partiles is either small,when the two partiles are extrated from the same jet, or lose to � if thetwo partiles are from di�erent jets. Thus the orrelation funtion exhibits



2824 K. Zalewskia very large peak for � � 0. This peak has, of ourse, nothing to do withBose�Einstein orrelations. Experimentalists would prefer a de�nition of C2,where the forward peak re�ets Bose�Einstein orrelations and nothing else,beause this makes the interpretation muh easier. Sometimes a ompromiseis hosen. For instane in e+e� annihilations, where the situation is similarto that from our example, the z-axis is often hosen along the jet axis andnot along a diretion �xed in the laboratory frame. With this hoie thesingle partile distribution beomes also strongly peaked for small angles �and in the orrelation funtion the bumps due to the two-jet struture ofthe events are largely eliminated.The most popular hoies, however, are improvements over the hoie ofGGLP. For instane one uses �mixed� samples, where �Dis is the distributionof pairs of �+-ses, but with eah �+ taken from a di�erent event. SometimesMonte Carlo generated samples are used, with Monte Carlo generators whihdo not inlude Bose�Einstein orrelations. This proedure is not very safe,beause suh generators ontain a number of free parameters, whih are�tted to the data, where the Bose�Einstein orrelations are present. Onealso uses ratios of funtions C2 obtained from the data to funtions C2obtained aording to the same presription from Monte Carlo. The widevariety of methods of alulating the denominator of the funtion C2 is oneof the reasons, why the omparison of results from di�erent experimentalgroups is very di�ult. This is, however only part of the story. Some groupsorret for �nal state interations (mostly oulombi) and/or resonanes,others do not. Various uts de�ning the data samples are used. Somegroups assume that every negative partile is a ��, while other have partileidenti�ation. Beause of all that great are is neessary when interpretingthe experimental results and their stated errors. This di�ulty has beenknown for a long time f. e.g. [6℄. For a more reent (pessimisti) reviewf. [7℄. 4. Beyond spherial symmetryThe GGLP weight fator is a funtion of r2 = x2 + y2 + z2 and, there-fore, it is spherially symmetri. It is natural to replae r2 by an arbitraryquadrati form in x; y; z, provided the eigenvalues are positive so that theweight funtion an be normalized to unity. Performing the averaging of theosine one obtainsC2(q;K) = 1 + �(K) exp "� 3Xi;j=1R2ij(K)qiqj# : (9)Here besides abandoning spherial symmetry two improvements havebeen introdued. In agreement with experimental observation (f. e.g. [6℄)



Physis from Bose�Einstein Correlations in High Energy : : : 2825a fator 0 < � � 1 has been inluded and a dependene of all the oe�ientson K = (p1 + p2)=2 has been allowed. The oe�ients denoted R2ij do nothave to be all positive. Out of the nine oe�ients R2ij three are eliminatedby the symmetry ondition R2ij = R2ji. Moreover, hoosing the y axis so thatKy = 0 and assuming re�etion symmetry with respet to the x; z plane wehave R2yz = R2yx = 0. Thus there are four independent oe�ients left.The time omponent q0 an be easily obtained from the identity K�q� =(p21 � p22)=2 = 0.It is onvenient to hoose the z-axis in the longitudinal diretion i.e. forentral heavy ion ollisions along the beam axis and for e+e� annihilationsalong the jet axis. The y-axis is perpendiular to the z-axis and to thevetor K. This �xes also the diretion of the x-axis. With this hoie, thex; y; z diretions are often referred to as the out diretion, the side diretionand the longitudinal diretion respetively. The R2 parameters are denotedR2s; R20; R2l and R20l [8,9℄. There were speulations that the study of Rout=Rsould give lues as to whether there is quark-gluon plasma and/or olletive�ow in the system [8℄, but the results have not been onlusive and a om-plete study of all the parameters seems now to be the best strategy. Otherhoies of parameters are also possible. For instane one an putC2(q;K) = 1 + � exp[�R2xq2x �R2yq2y �R2zq2z � T 2q20℄ (10)[10℄, orC2(q;K) = 1+� exp[�R2Tq2T�R2k(q2L� q2o)� (R20+R2k)2(q20�vq2z)℄ ; (11)where  = 1p1� v2 ; (12)and u = (1;0T; v). This parametrization proposed in [11℄ and improved in[12℄ is partiularly popular and is often referred to as the YKP parametriza-tion. 5. Time dependeneIn the GGLP piture the prodution of all the hadrons was instantaneousat some time t0. Formally this assumption is di�ult to disprove. Choosingthe time t0 after all the hadrons have been produed and interated and be-fore the time when they were observed, one an alulate the distributionsat the observation time using the state at time t0 as the initial ondition.Whether the hadrons existed before time t0, is irrelevant for this alulation.In partiular, one may assume that all the hadrons were reated at time t0.



2826 K. ZalewskiGuessing the initial ondition at time t0 is, however, very hard in this ap-proah. Therefore, it is more pratial to hoose a more realisti onjetureabout the origin of the hadrons, beause then the initial onditions are morenatural and easier to guess.In partiular, several authors (f. e.g. [13�15℄) assumed that the produ-tion of hadrons is from soures, whih �y away from eah other and suhthat in the rest frame of a soure the prodution of hadrons is isotropi.Consider the simplest ase of just two soures. If their relative veloity islarge and the momenta of the hadrons in the rest frames of the orrespond-ing soures are moderate, then it is very unlikely that two idential pionsfrom di�erent soures have momenta lose to eah other. On the other hand,all the information about the struture of the soure omes from pairs withsmall momentum di�erenes jqj. For large values of jqj funtion C2 is �atand arries no information. Consequently, the observed funtion C2 on-tains only information about the single soures and no information aboutthe distane between them. One �nds that the e�etive prodution regionis spherial in its rest frame, while the atual prodution region omposedof the two soures is elongated. This is an important piee of information.What we observe is not the total size of the hadronization region, but theaverage size of the so-alled regions of homogeneity [16℄, i.e. regions, wherehadrons with similar momenta are produed. For this reason the e�etivehadronization regions observed in experiment are approximately spherial,while we expet that at high ollision energy the atual prodution regionsare strongly elongated, beause of their stringy origin.There is one more interesting result onneted with the problem ofthe time span of the hadronization proess [8℄. Consider instantaneoushadronization from a spherial shell of thikness ÆR. The length ÆR shouldbe re�eted in the momentum orrelations along the diretion xout, beausethe partiles, whih ome from the inner part of the shell, are out of phasewith those, whih ome from the outer part of the shell. The same e�et anbe obtained, however, if some partiles are produed later than others. Fromthe experimental fat that Rout is not partiularly large, one onludes thatthe hadronization proess does not last very long. This exludes models,where hadrons are produed from the quark-gluon plasma in a �rst orderphase transition with a large latent heat. This proess would be too slow tobe made onsistent with the observed moderate time interval of the hadronprodution.



Physis from Bose�Einstein Correlations in High Energy : : : 28276. More quantum physisThe formulation of the GGLP model is quasilassial � one talks about apion with momentum p reated at point r, whih is not quantum mehanis.Muh work has been done on formulations onsistent with quantum mehan-is. When dealing with inoherent superpositions of states one should usedensity matries or density operators. The starting point may be the densitymatrix in oordinate representation �(x;x0; t) or in momentum representa-tion �(p;p0; t). Often it is onvenient to replae the vetors a;a0 by theirlinear ombinationsa+ = 12(a+ a0) ; a� = (a� a0) : (13)In partiular, the GGLP results an be derived from the density matrix�(p;p0; t) = Z drhpjri�(r)hrjp0i : (14)This inidentally shows that in spite of its pseudolassial formulation theGGLP model an be translated into respetable quantum mehanis.The density matries, however, do not ombine expliitly the informa-tion about the spae distribution of soures and the momentum distributionof the �nal pions. Therefore, in order to derive the spae distribution ofsoures from the momentum distributions of the observed �nal partilesother approahes have been proposed.One an use the Wigner funtionW de�ned in term of the density matrixby the formula W (p+;x+) = Z dp�eip��x+�(p;p0; t) : (15)The properties of the Wigner funtions are desribed in detail in the famousreview artile [17℄. For a reent appliation to the desription of multipleprodution of idential partiles f. [18℄. In a well de�ned sense [17℄ Wigner'sfuntion is the best quantum mehanial analogue of the lassial phasespae distribution. In this formulation Heisenberg's unertainty priniple iseasily implemented. The density in phase spae should not be too large.Quantitatively the ondition isjW (p+;p�; t)j2 � (�~)�3n ; (16)where 3n is the dimension of the vetors p�, or equivalently n is the numberof partiles desribed by the Wigner funtion W .An alternative approah is to introdue the lassial position and momen-tum vetors �, � besides the quantum mehanial position and momentum



2828 K. Zalewskivetors x, p. Eah pair of vetors �;� de�nes a quantum mehanial wavepaket e.g. hxj�;�i = ��2� �34 exp �12(x� �)2 + i� � x� ; (17)or equivalently in momentum representationhpj�;�i = � 1�� 34 exp � 12�2 (p� �)2 + i� � (� � p)� : (18)Coherent, or inoherent superpositions of suh wave pakets are legal quan-tum mehanial states. On the other hand, the values of x and p are on-strained to be lose to the values of � and �. If the distribution of theparameters � and � is alulated from some lassial model, the result isdiretly translated into a distribution of the observables x and p, whihis onsistent with quantum mehanis. This approah was pioneered inRef. [19℄. For a reent appliation and detailed disussion f. [20℄.Still another approah is to introdue a soure funtion S related to thedensity matrix by the formula�(p; p0) = Z d4x exp[ip�x+℄S(x+; p+) : (19)In this formula x; x0; p; p0 are four-vetors. The similarity of this formula tothe formula relating Wigner's funtion to the density matrix aused that thesoure funtion is often referred to as a Wigner funtion, a kind of Wignerfuntion, a pseudo Wigner funtion et. (f. e.g. [21,22℄). In fat the relationbetween the soure funtion and Wigner's funtion is not unique and maybe quite ompliated. We will not disuss this problem here, but let us notethat the density matries and Wigner's funtion were alulated at a giventime, while here the time dependene must be known. In simple ases thetime dependene of a Wigner funtion an be found and used (f. e.g. [23℄),but it is quite ompliated and unlikely to be found by a simple guess. Whatis more, the soure funtion depends on two time arguments.There is one ase, however, when the soure funtion has an easy inter-pretation. If the pions are produed by lassial urrents J , then [21, 24℄S(x+; p+) = Z d4x�2(2�)3 e�ip+x�hJ�(x)J(x0)i ; (20)where the averaging is over all the inoherent omponents of the urrentsJ(x).



Physis from Bose�Einstein Correlations in High Energy : : : 28297. Momentum�position orrelationsIn the GGLP model and in many others the momentum spetrum of theprodued partiles does not depend on the position of the soure. Whenmomentum�position orrelations are introdued in the model, unexpetedresults may be obtained. Let us onsider for example quasilassial soureswith the single partile position-momentum distribution�(x;p) = p2�R23Æ(p� �r) exp �� r22R2� : (21)Correlations of the type p � r our in lassial versions of various models,e.g. in string models and in models, where hadronization is preeded by arapid �ow of hot matter. The average of the osine from the interfereneterm in the present generalized GGLP model ishos[q � (r1 � r2)℄i = �6 exp �� K2�2R2� exp �� q24�2R2� os �q2� � : (22)In omparison with the GGLP result for the Gaussian weight funtion �, twohanges are striking. A dependene on the sum of momentaK has appearedand the dependene on the momentum di�erene q is no more Gaussian. Fornon-Gaussian distributions the e�etive radius of the distribution of souresin spae is usually de�ned byR2e� = �� ddq2 hos[: : :℄i�q2=0 : (23)For the GGLP model with a Gaussian weight funtion this reprodues theusual result Re� = R. In the present ase, however, we obtainRe� = 12�R : (24)Due to the position-momentum orrelations, Re� beomes inversely propor-tional to R!A more realisti model with similar orrelations an be built as follows[25, 26℄. For the soure funtion we hooseS(x; p) = Æ(t2 � z2 � �20 ) exp "(p� �x)+(p� �x)�2Æ2k � (p� �x)2T2Æ2T � x2T2R2# :(25)This formula has a simple physial interpretation. The subsript T denotesthe vetor omponent transverse with respet to the beam axis z. The last



2830 K. Zalewskiterm in the exponent implies that the partiles are reated not too far fromthe beam axis, typial distanes being of the order of the parameter R. The�rst two terms in the exponent impose the ondition p � �x. The sub-sripts � refer to the four-vetor omponents a0 � az. The dispersion ofthe transverse omponents is of the order of Æ2T and that of the longitudinalomponent of the order of Æ2k . The Dira delta implies that for eah dropof the hot matter hadronization takes plae after the same longitudinal in-variant time �0. It is useful that for this soure funtion the orrespondingdensity matrix in the momentum representation an be alulated in losedform. One �nds in partiularj�(K; q)j2 � �Æ2T + R2M2T�20 � exp"�K2T +R2Æ2Tq2TÆ2T +R2M2T��20 # exp"2M2TÆ2k # jK0(�)j2;(26)where K0 is the modi�ed Bessel funtion,�2 = M4TÆ4k ��20 (KT � qT)2M2T ��20m21Tm22T4M2T sinh2(y1�y2)+2i�0MTKTqTÆ2k ; (27)and m2iT = m2� + p2iT and M2T = K2 +K2T are transverse masses of the twopartiles and of the pair. The single partile distribution an be alulatedfrom the formula �1(p) = �(p; 0).This model was found to reprodue reasonably well the data for singlepartile distributions and for Bose�Einstein orrelations in e+e� annihila-tions at LEP energies [27℄.8. Final state interations and (partial) ohereneIn the GGLP model and in many later models, after hadronization thepions propagate as free partiles. In fat we know, that the majority ofpions is generated in resonane deays. Moreover, there are the nonresonantstrong and the eletromagneti interations among the pions. All that hasbeen studied for years, but many problems are still ontroversial.Strong nonresonant interations are usually negleted, but it has beenpointed out [22℄ that absorption of the produed pions an lead to a dereaseof the e�etive radius Re� with inreasing momentum of the pair jKj. Thee�et of resonanes seems to be muh more important. The long lived reso-nanes, mostly � and �0, usually deay far from the entre of the interationregion. Therefore they simulate a large hadronization region and produea narrow peak in the plot of C2 versus q2. This peak is narrower than theexperimental resolution and onsequently its main e�et is to redue theparameter �. The resonanes with life times neither very long, nor very



Physis from Bose�Einstein Correlations in High Energy : : : 2831short, like the ! resonane, produe for small q2 a steep rise of C2 with de-reasing q2. Short lived resonanes, like the � meson, inrease only slightlythe measured radius of the interation region. It has been suggested [7, 28℄that in e+e� annihilation it may be di�ult to explain why after orretingfor the resonane e�ets the Bose�Einstein orrelations remain as strong asobserved in experiment.Coulomb interations an be easily inluded by replaing in the desrip-tion of the propagation of the pions the plane waves by Coulomb wave fun-tions, whih leads to the introdution of the so alled Gamow fator [19℄.This is now known to grossly overestimate the e�et (for a review f. [29℄).The physial reason is that the introdution of the Coulomb wave funtionsdesribes the evolution of an isolated pair of pions, while in reality thereare many other pions around, whih partly sreen the Coulomb intera-tion within the pair. A diret experimental argument is that the reasoningleading to the Gamow fator, when applied to �+�� pairs, gives a strongattration, whih is not seen in the data. A simple way of orreting for thesreening e�et is given in Ref. [30℄ (see also [29℄). A sreening radius r0 isintrodued. The interation potential of the pair is ontinuous at r = r0,Coulomb for r > r0 and onstant for r < r0. The parameter r0 is hosen soas to reprodue orretly the experimental data for �+�� pairs. Coulomborretions alulated in this way are rather small.Another assumption of GGLP, whih has been put into doubt, was thatthe prodution proess is ompletely inoherent. Complete oherene wouldkill the e�et, but some degree of oherene seems di�ult to avoid in re-alisti models. It is easy to write down general formulae inluding partialoherene (f. e.g. [19℄), but it is not lear how to use them fruitfully. At atime it was suggested that the parameter � measures the degree of oherene(� = 1 no oherene, � = 0 omplete oherene), but now it is lear that thisparameter is strongly a�eted by the dynamis of the prodution proess,in partiular by resonane prodution, and by experimental onditions (e.g.partile misidenti�ation).9. Two reent modelsIn order to illustrate how Bose�Einstein orrelations are nowadays anal-ysed, we present two reent models. The �rst (f. [2℄ and referenes quotedthere) is based on analogies with hydrodynamis and thermodynamis. Itis being used to desribe entral heavy ion ollisions. The starting point isthe (single partile) soure funtion
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S(x; p) � mT osh(y � �) exp �mT osh y osh �T(rT)� pT xr sinh�T(rT)T �exp �� r2T2R2 � �22(��)2 � (� � �0)22(��)2 � : (28)In this formula � means that a normalization onstant has been omitted, yis the rapidity along the z axis i.e. along the beam diretion. The pseudo-rapidity � = 12 ln t+ zt� z : (29)The distane from the z axis rT =px2 + y2. The rapidity of the transverse�ow has been assumed in the form�T(rT) = �f rTR ; (30)where �f is a onstant. The model ontains six free parameters: R;T; �f ;��;�0 and �� . These parameters have been estimated by omparison with thedata from the NA49 experiment for ollisions of lead nulei at an energyof 158 GeV per nuleon. Some of the results have interesting physial im-pliations. The parameter R, interpreted as the transverse radius of thehadronization region, is about 7 fm. From the known size of the lead nu-leus one ould have expeted a number about twie smaller. This meansthat there is substantial transverse spreading of the interation region beforehadronization takes plae. The parameter T interpreted as the loal temper-ature is about 130 MeV. This is less than the temperatures found in modelsused to alulate the hemial omposition of the produed hadrons, whihould mean that the spreading is aompanied by ooling. The parameter�f is about 0.35. This is a very reasonable value. The veloity of soundin a plasma is about 1/3 (in units of the veloity of light in vauum). Theparameters �0 and �� are about 9 fm and 1.5 fm respetively. It meansthat the time span of hadronization is short ompared to the time betweenthe original interation and the onset of hadronization. This would exludemodels, where hadronization is a �rst order phase transition with a largelatent heat, beause in suh models the time span of hadronization is large.One should keep in mind, however, the authors' warning that the determi-nation of the parameter �� from the data is poor. This example shows thatgiven a model one an extrat from the data muh interesting information.Little is known, however, about the model dependene of these results.A very di�erent piture of the Bose�Einstein orrelations [31�34℄ hasbeen inspired by a string model of the Lund type. This model is tailored



Physis from Bose�Einstein Correlations in High Energy : : : 2833for e+e� annihilations. An annihilation is depited as the formation of astring with a quark at one end and an antiquark at the other. This stringstrethes with the speed of light. Then somewhere along the string a quark�antiquark pair is produed and the string breaks. The piees streth andbreak again. Finally su�iently short bits of strings hadronize. In the z; tplane the trajetories of the ends of all these strings form a losed ontour.Let us denote the area enlosed by this ontour by A. The key assumptionis that the probability amplitude for a given �nal state isM � exp[i�A℄ : (31)We have not written expliitly the fator related to the transverse momentaof the produed partiles. Denoting by b=2 the imaginary part of � one �ndsjM j2 � e�bA : (32)This result is well known from the Lund model. For the desription of theBose�Einstein orrelations, however, it is the real part of � whih is theimportant one. It is expeted to be of the order of the string tension i.e.of the order of 1 GeV/fm. The point is that the prodution amplitude hasto be symmetrized with respet to exhanges of idential partiles. Suhan exhange, however, hanges the area A and beause of the nonzero realpart of � the phase of the amplitude. Numerial alulations show thatthis model gives a reasonable desription of the Bose�Einsten orrelationsin e+e� annihilations. This is very interesting, beause this model, ontraryto all the previous ones, does not ontain inoherent omponents, randomphases et. It is urious what happens, when in a proess more than onestring is initially produed. In e+e� annihilations there are events, where twoW bosons are produed, whih implies two strings. It has been suggested [34℄that in this ase only pions from a single string should exhibit Bose�Einsteinorrelations. To be sure, nobody doubts that pions are bosons and thatonsequently their prodution amplitude should be suitably symmetrized,but the attration in momentum spae, known sine the GGLP paper asBose�Einstein orrelations, requires in addition ertain phase relationships,whih may not be realized for pions originating from di�erent strings. Inentral heavy ion ollisions many strings are produed. By extension of theprevious argument one ould expet very weak Bose�Einstein orrelations,whih experimentally is not the ase. This suggests that the state fromwhih hadronization ours in heavy ion ollisions is not a bunh of strings.The strings must somehow merge and form a very di�erent objet, perhapsa volume of quark�gluon plasma.
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